Abstract. With the use of temporal derivative of flux function, a two-stage temporal discretization has been recently proposed in the design of fourth-order schemes based on the generalized Riemann problem (GRP) [21] and gas-kinetic scheme (GKS) [28] . In this paper, the fourth-order gas-kinetic scheme will be extended to solve the compressible multicomponent flow equations, where the two-stage temporal discretization and fifth-order WENO reconstruction will be used in the construction of the scheme. Based on the simplified two-species BGK model [41] , the coupled Euler equations for individual species will be solved. Each component has its individual gas distribution function and the equilibrium states for each component are coupled by the physical requirements of total momentum and energy conservation in particle collisions. The second-order flux function is used to achieve the fourth-order temporal accuracy, and the robustness is as good as the second-order schemes. At the same time, the source terms, such as the gravitational force and the chemical reaction, will be explicitly included in the two-stage temporal discretization through their temporal derivatives. Many numerical tests from the shock-bubble interaction to ZND detonative waves are presented to validate the current approach.
Introduction
The development of numerical methods for compressible multicomponent flows is important in computational fluid dynamics. Over the past decades, significant progresses have been made for the computations of multicomponent flows which are associated with discontinuities and shock waves. One of the popular approaches is to solve an extended system in which additional equations are introduced to the original Euler equations in order to track different components. The additional equations can be the equations for the volume fraction, mass fraction, and ratio of specific heats of the mixture [1, 6, 35] . In order to eliminate spurious oscillations and other computational inaccuracies in the conservative methods, some non-conservative approaches which capture the contact discontinuities by making use of additional non-conservative governing equations were proposed [1, 2, 17, 27, 36] . Another approach is the sharp interface method. Each fluid is solved separately on each side of the interface by the method designed for a single-component flow. Interfaces between different fluids are captured by the levelset method [30] or front tracking method [38, 39] . Boundary conditions at interface are given by ghost-fluid method or application of exact Riemann solver at the interface [6, 39] . Although interface can be resolved sharply, it is difficult to apply these methods to the interfaces associated with complex geometry.
The gas-kinetic scheme has been developed systematically for the compressible flow computations [42, 43] . An evolution process from kinetic scale to hydrodynamic scale has been constructed for the flux evaluation. The kinetic effect through particle free transport contributes to the artificial dissipation for the capturing of shock waves, and the hydrodynamic effect plays a dominant role for the capturing of resolved viscous and heat conducting solutions. In this sense, the gas-kinetic scheme is hybrid method of upwind and central difference, but with a smooth transition between these two limits. Due to the coupling of inviscid and viscous terms in the kinetic formulation, there is no fundamental barrier for the finite volume gas-kinetic scheme to capture Navier-Stokes solutions with structured or unstructured meshes. With the discretization in particle velocity space, a unified gas-kinetic scheme has been developed for the transport process in the entire flow regimes from rarefied to continuum ones [11, 26, 44] . Recently, with the incorporation of higher-order initial data reconstruction, a third-order gas-kinetic scheme has been proposed in [22, 25, 29] . The flux evaluation is based on the time evolution solution of flow variables from initial piece-wise discontinuous polynomials around a cell interface. However, based on the time accurate evolution solution from a general initial condition for the flux function, the gas-kinetic scheme becomes complicated for its further improvement of the order of the scheme, such as the construction of a fourth-order flux function [24] . However, instead of developing one step time integration method, the two-stage Lax-Wendroff time stepping method in [21] provides an alternative framework to develop a fourth-order gas-kinetic scheme with a second-order flux function only [28] . In comparison with the formal one-stage time-stepping third-order gas-kinetic solver, the fourth-order method not only reduces the complexity of the flux function, but also improves the accuracy of the scheme, even though the third-and fourth-order schemes have similar computation cost. Most importantly, the robustness of the fourth-order gaskinetic scheme is as good as the second-order one.
The BGK-based numerical methods for the multicomponent flow have also been proposed in recent years. By incorporating a conservative γ-model [1] into the gas-kinetic scheme, a second-order γ-model gas-kinetic scheme for the compressible multicomponent flow was proposed in [14, 15] , in which the material interface with different ratios of specific heat is considered as a contact discontinuity. Based on the BGK equation for each component with its own equilibrium state, a second-order gas-kinetic scheme for multicomponent flow was presented in [23, 41] . In this approach, the equilibrium states of different components are coupled in space and time due to the intensive particle collisions, and they share the common macroscopic flow velocities and temperatures. In order to describe the collision effects between different species in the gas-mixtures more accurately, many BGK-type collision models were proposed, including multiple-BGK operator model and single-BGK operator model. Based on the multiple operator model, a kinetic scheme was proposed for inhomogeneous flow [18] , in which self-collisions and cross-collisions were taken into account explicitly by implementing different collision operators. In the single operator model, only one global collision operator is used for each component to take account of both self-collision and cross-collision effects, and the typical example is AAP model [3] . Based on this model, a unified gas-kinetic scheme for multicomponent flow is constructed [40] .
In this paper, a fourth-order gas-kinetic scheme for the compressible multicomponent flows is presented based on the two-stage temporal discretization method [21] and the fifth-order WENO reconstruction. The two-species Euler equations will be solved through the flux function for each individual component, and the flux function is evaluated from the two-species BGK model [41] , in which these two species share the common velocity and temperature due to the intensive momentum and energy exchange through particle collision in the Euler limit. The time dependent numerical fluxes can be obtained by taking moments of the gas distribution function for each species at a cell interface. With the numerical flux function and its temporal derivative, the two-stage temporal discretization can be implemented to design a fourth-order scheme for the multi-component flow. Compared with the traditional high-order scheme, the complexity of the current scheme is reduced greatly, and the robustness is as good as the second-order schemes. The time derivative of the source term in the gravitational force and the chemical reactive flows will be included as well in the design of the fourth-order scheme. Numerical tests from the shock-bubble interaction to the ZND detonative waves are presented to validate the current approach. This paper is organized as follows. The two-stage fourth-order temporal discretization method is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, two-component BGK model and the corresponding gas-kinetic scheme are presented. Numerical examples are presented to validate the scheme in Section 4. The last section is the conclusion.
Two-stage fourth-order temporal discretization
The design of high order accurate methods has been one of main themes for compressible fluid dynamics. Many numerical methods have been developed in the past decades, such as essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) [12] , weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) [16] , discontinuous Galerkin (DG) [5, 32] methods, etc. Most of these methods are based on the first order Riemann flux function and use the Runge-Kutta approach [10] to achieve high order accuracy in time. In order to achieve a fourth-order temporal accuracy, four Runge-Kutta steps are needed. Here, based on the time-dependent high-order flux function, a two-stage temporal discretization can be developed for a fourth-order scheme for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations [21, 28] . The following is a brief review of the two-stage fourth-order method.
Consider the following time-dependent equation
with the initial condition at t n , i.e.,
where L is an operator for spatial derivative of flux. The time derivatives are obtained using the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya method,
Introducing an intermediate state at t * = t n +∆t/2, 
Then, the state w can be updated with the following formula,
It can be proved that the above time stepping method with Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) provides a fourth-order temporal accurate solution for w(t) at t = t n +∆t. More details about the two-stage discretization can be found in [21] . Thus, a fourth-order temporal accuracy can be achieved from the two-stage discretization through Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4). Consider the following conservation laws
The semi-discrete form of a finite volume scheme can be written as
where w i are the cell averaged conservative variables, f i+1/2 are the fluxes at the cell interface x = x i+1/2 , and ∆x is the cell size. With the temporal derivatives of the flux, which can be given by the Lax-Wendroff type flow solvers, the two-stage fourth-order schemes have been developed [21, 28] . Similarly, for the conservation laws with source terms
the corresponding operator can be denoted as
The temporal derivatives of source S t (w i ) can be expressed as the combination of (w i ) t , which is given by Eq. (2.5). Thus, the two-stage temporal discretization can be directly extended for the conservation laws with source terms.
Two-component BGK model and gas-kinetic scheme
In this paper, the two-component flows are considered. Similar with the single component flow, the BGK-type model can be constructed as simplification of Boltzmann equations for the multicomponent flows. Existing BGK-type gas mixture models can be classified into two categories, i.e. multiple-BGK operator model [18] and single-BGK operator model [3] . However, in this paper we are targeting on the multicomponent Euler equations, a simplified single BGK operator model will be used.
Two-species Euler equations and two-species BGK model
In this paper, we mainly focus on the two-species Euler equations [41] for the multicomponent flows, which can be expressed as
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are the densities for each component, ρ = ρ 1 +ρ 2 is the total density, p = p 1 + p 2 is the total pressure, ρE = ρ 1 E 1 +ρ 2 E 2 is total energy, and (U,V) is averaged flow velocity. The corresponding two-component BGK model [41] can be written as
where f i , i = 1,2 is the gas distribution function of each component, and τ is the collision term, the compatibility for this two-component BGK model is given as follows
where
). The equilibrium states g i in this multicomponent model share the common velocity and temperature due to the intensive momentum and energy exchange in the Euler limit, and can be written as
where the average common velocity and temperature satisfy the following conservative requirement
In the framework of finite volume scheme, to update the flow variables, the numerical flux is constructed based on the integral solution of gas distribution function from the BGK equation at a cell interface
where x j+1/2 = (0,0) is the location of the cell interface, x j+1/2 = x ′ +u(t−t ′ ) and y j+1/2 = y ′ +v(t−t ′ ) are the trajectory of particles, f i0 is the initial gas distribution function, and g i is the corresponding equilibrium state. According to Eq. (3.5), the time dependent gas distribution function f i (x j+1/2 ,t,u,v,ξ) at the cell interface x j+1/2 can be expressed as
Based on the spatial reconstruction of macroscopic flow variables, which will be presented in the following section, the equilibrium states g il and g ir for each component can be determined. The conservative variables W i0 and the equilibrium state g i0 at the cell interface can be given according to the compatibility condition Eq. (3.3) as follows
The coefficients related to the spatial derivatives and time derivative a ik ,b ik , A ik ,k = l,r and a i ,b i , A i in gas distribution function Eq. (3.6) can be determined according to the spatial derivatives and compatibility condition. More details of the multi-component gas-kinetic scheme can be found in [41] .
Two-stage temporal discretization for multicomponent flow
With the gas distribution function at the cell interface, the time dependent numerical fluxes for each component obtained, and the semi-discrete form of the finite volume scheme for Eq. (3.1) can be written as
where W = (ρ 1 ,ρ 2 ,ρU,ρV,ρE), F j+1/2,k and G j,k+1/2 are the total numerical fluxes in the x and y directions respectively. For example, F i+1/2,j can be written as
and
For the semi-discretized finite volume scheme Eq. (3.7), the operator
falls into the two-stage temporal discretization, such as Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) directly. To obtain the time derivatives of the flux function at t n and t * = t n +∆t/2 with the correct physics, the flux function should be approximated as a linear function of time within a time interval. Let's first introduce the following notation, where the fluxes in the x direction is chosen as example,
where the total fluxes F j+1/2,k (W n ,t) are given in Eq. (3.8). In the time interval [t n ,t n +∆t], the flux is expanded as the following linear form
The coefficients F n j+1/2,k and ∂ t F n j+1/2,k can be determined by solving the following linear system 
Spatial reconstruction
With the semi-discrete form of the finite volume scheme Eq. (3.7), the high-order scheme for the multicomponent flow will be given by the two-stage fourth-order temporal discretization and the fifth-order WENO spatial reconstruction. The spatial reconstruction for the gas-kinetic scheme contains two parts, i.e. initial data reconstruction and reconstruction for equilibrium. In this paper, the fifth-order WENO method [16] is used for the initial data reconstruction. Assume that W are the macroscopic flow variables that need to be reconstructed. W j are the cell averaged values, and W r j ,W l j are the two values obtained by the reconstruction at two ends of the j-th cell. The fifth-order WENO reconstruction is given as follows
where all quantities involved are taken as
and w m , w m , m = 0,1,2 are the nonlinear weights and can be written as follows
and β m is the smooth indicator, and more details for its construction can be found in [16] . After the initial date reconstruction, the reconstruction of equilibrium part is presented. For the cell interface x j+1/2 , the reconstructed variables at both sides of the cell interface are denoted as W l ,W r . According to the compatibility condition, which will be given later, the macroscopic variables at the cell interface is obtained and denoted as W 0 . The conservative variables around the cell interface can be expanded as
where x * = 0 is the local coordinate of cell interface. With the following conditions,
the derivatives are given by
With the initial data reconstruction and the reconstruction for the equilibrium, the gasdistribution function can be fully determined. The numerical flux and its temporal derivatives can be evaluated by the procedure presented above.
Numerical procedure
With spatial reconstruction and the two-stage temporal discretization, the procedure of the fourth-order scheme for the multicomponent flows is given as follows:
1. With the fifth-order WENO reconstruction, (ρ n i ,( 
and compute the fluxes and their derivatives by Eq. (3.10) for future use,
More details of the reconstruction can be found in [28] . 
Reconstruct intermediate values (ρ
where F n i+1/2,j and G n j,k+1/2 are the numerical fluxes and expressed as
For each flux, the Gaussian quadratures are used in the tangential direction.
Numerical tests
For the inviscid flow, the collision time τ takes
where ε = 0.05, C = 1, p l and p r denote the pressure on the left and right sides of the cell interface. The reason for including artificial dissipation through the additional term in the particle collision time is to enlarge the kinetic scale physics in the discontinuous region for the construction of a numerical shock structure through the particle free transport. For the single-component flows, a simple stability analysis was given in [28] . The scheme is basically stable with CFL number around 0.5. In this paper, the CFL number takes a fixed value of 0.4 for the multi-component flows.
Accuracy test
In this case, the advection of density perturbation is used to validate the accuracy of the scheme. The initial condition is set as follows
The periodic boundary condition is adopted in this case. Due to the identical specific heat ratio, the analytic solution for the total density ρ = ρ 1 +ρ 2 is ρ(x,t) = 1+0.2sin(π(x−t)).
This case is also used to validate the recovery of the current scheme to the singlecomponent flow. In the computation, a uniform mesh with N points and a fixed CFL number CFL = 0.4 are used for different meshes. As analyzed in [28] , with the fifth-order spatial reconstruction, the leading truncation error in the inviscid case from the fourthorder GKS is O(∆x 5 +∆t 4 ). With the fixed CFL number, we have ∆t=c∆x and the leading term becomes O(∆x 5 +∆t 4 ) ∼ O(∆x 5 +c 4 ∆x 4 ). The L 1 and L 2 errors and orders at t = 2 are presented in Table 1 . With the mesh refinement, the expected order of accuracy is obtained by the current scheme.
One-dimensional Riemann problem
The one-dimensional Sod problem [17, 20] is presented to validate the current scheme. The computational domain is [0,1], a uniform mesh with 200 points is used in the computation and the non-reflective boundary condition is used at both ends of the computational domain. The numerical solutions and exact solutions for the distributions of the total density ρ, density for each species ρ 1 , ρ 2 , total pressure p, average velocity U and average specific heat ratio γ = (ρ 1 γ 1 +ρ 2 γ 2 )/(ρ 1 +ρ 2 ) are given in Fig. 1 respectively. The numerical results agree well with the exact solutions.
Shock-bubble interaction
In this case, the well-known shock-bubble interaction problem are considered, which involves the collision of a shock wave in air with a circular gas bubble [13, 31, 33, 34] . The schematics of the initial condition is given in Fig. 2 . Initially, there is a planar leftwardmoving Mach 1.22 shock wave in air located at x =275mm traveling towards a stationary gas bubble with center (x c ,y c ) = (225,44.5)mm and of radius r = 25mm lying in front of it. The computational domain for the shock tube has a size (x,y) ∈ [0,445]×[0,89]mm 2 .
In the computation, 1530×400 uniform mesh points are used. The solid wall boundary condition on the top and bottom is used, and the non-reflecting boundary condition on the left and right is adopted. Two kinds of initial conditions are considered:
1. The first case is the interaction of shock and helium bubble, and the initial condition is given as follows: The schlieren-type images of density distributions at t = 32,52,82,245 and 427µs for this case are presented in Fig. 3 .
2. The second case is the interaction of shock and R22 bubble, and the initial condition The schlieren-type images of density distributions at t = 115,187,247,342,417 and 1020µs for the air-R22 interaction are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
The time is measured relative to the time where the incident shock first hits the upstream bubble wall. The numerical results reproduce the large-scale structure of the experiments described in [13] . To get the flow features, the diagnosis plot of the space-time locations of the incident shock, the refracted shock, the transmitted shock, the upstream edge of bubble, the downstream edge of bubble, and the air jet head up to t = 250µs, are given in Fig. 6 , and the results agree well with those appeared in the literatures [31, 33, 34] . 
Multi-material triple-point problem
The multi-material triple-point problem was presented in [9, 19] , which was widely used to validate to the performance of Lagrangian and ALE methods with large mesh deformation. A rectangular [0,7]×[0,3] domain is split among three materials, which are shown in Fig. 7 . The domain D 1 ∪D 2 is occupied by component 1 and D 3 is occupied by component 2. The initial condition is given as follows
The non-reflective boundary conditions are used at all boundaries. Left from x = 1, a high-pressure material is located in D 1 , which generates a shock wave propagating to the right. The rest of the domain is split by the y = 1.5 into two parts i.e. D 2 ∪D 3 . As there is the same pressure across the initial horizontal line, at the beginning no waves are generated there. However, due to different fluid properties different shock speeds are generated by the pressure gradient over the vertical line. Therefore, a vortex appears, and swirls all three materials around the triple point. In the computation, the uniform mesh with ∆x = ∆y = 1/50,1/100 and 1/200 are used, and the density distributions at t = 3.5 and 5 are presented in Fig. 8. With the mesh refinement, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is clearly observed. 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability
Rayleigh-Taylor instability happens on an interface between fluids with different densities when an acceleration is directed from the heavy fluid to the light one. The instability has a fingering nature, i.e. bubbles of light fluid rising into the ambient heavy fluid and spikes of heavy fluid falling into the light fluid. This case is given to validate the performance of the current scheme with sources. The upper domain with y>0.5 is occupied by component 1 and the lower domain with y < 0.5 is occupied by component 2. The initial condition of this problem is given as follows
where c = γp ρ is the sound speed. The initial condition was originally given for the single-component flow [37] , which can be directly incorporated into the two-stage discretization. In the computation, the uniform mesh with ∆x = ∆y = 1/640 and 1/1280 are used. The distribution of total density with the mesh are presented at t = 1.75,2,2.25 and 2.5 in Fig. 9 . The development of the instability from the initial condition, over the well known mushroom shape, to the final complicated form containing secondary insta- bilities are observed. The growth of the instability from the beginning of the simulation to t = 2.5 are presented in Fig. 11 .
ZND detonation
As a direct application of the current approach, the ZND model for the detonation is studied in this section. The study of detonation waves has been undertaken theoretically and computationally for over a century, and the ZND model, which is proposed by Zel'dovich, von Neumann, and Doering, has come to be a standard model. Based on the two-species Euler equations, the one-dimensional ZND model for the reaction flows can be expressed as
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are the densities for reactant and product, Q 0 is the heat release, and K(T) is the chemical reaction rate, which is a function of temperature. In this model, the reactant is converted to the product by a one-step irreversible reactive rule governed by Arrhenius kinetics. The factor K(T), which depends on the temperature, is given by
where K 0 is a positive constant and E + is the activation energy. For simplicity, we assume that α=0 and the gas constant R is normalized to unity. More details of the ZND solution for the reacting compressing Euler equations can be found in [7] .
In the ZND model, it consists of a nonreactive shock followed by a reaction zone, and both the shock and the reaction zone travel at a constant speed D. Given the specific heat ratio γ and the heat release Q 0 , the Chapman-Jouguet value D CJ can be determined. The overdrive factor f , which is relates the shock speed D of a given detonation wave to the Chapman-Jouguet value D CJ , is defined as
Here f is one of the factors that determine the stability of the detonative front. Another important parameter in the ZND solution is the half-reaction length L 1/2 , which is defined as the distance for half-completion of the reactant starting from the shock front. Usually, the reaction prefactor K 0 is selected so that the half-reaction length is unity. From the Arrhenius formula, the half-reaction length is defined as
where D is the speed of the shock, and U is the postshock flow speed, and Z is the mass fraction, which is defined as
In this section, one-dimensional ZND detonations are considered. The denotation terms S(W) = (−K(T)ρ 1 ,K(T)ρ 1 ,0,K(T)Q 0 ρ 1 ) T is simply considered as source terms in two-species Euler equations. Thus, the operator L(W n ) in the semi-discretized finite volume scheme Eq. (3.7) can be written as
The two-stage temporal discretization can be applied in the ZND detonation.
Stable ZND detonation
In this case, the stable ZND detonation is considered [4] . The initial condition for the unburnt preshock state and the parameters are given as follows
The postshock burnt state can be obtained using the Chapman-Jouguet condition [7] . According to the parameters given above, the length of the half-reaction zone L 1/2 is normalized to unity. In the computation, the computational domain is x ∈ [0,1000], and the shock is initially positioned at x = 200. The uniform meshes with 10 and 20 points per L 1/2 are used. Numerical and exact solutions of the density ρ and pressure p for the stable ZND detonation are presented at t = 100 in Fig. 12 . The numerical solutions agree well with exact solutions. The pressure history at the shock front is an important physical quality for the ZND model, and it should exhibit small fluctuations and decay as time evolves for the stable ZND detonation. The pressure history at the shock front for this case with 10 and 20 cells for L 1/2 are presented in Fig. 13 , and the stable ZND profiles are obtained as time evolves.
Unstable ZND detonation
In this case, the unstable ZND detonation is considered, which is first studied in [8] . The initial condition for the unburnt preshock state and the parameters are given as follows: The postshock burnt state is obtained by the Chapman-Jouguet condition [7] as well. According to the parameters given above, the length of the half-reaction zone L 1/2 is normalized to unity. In the computation, the computational domain is x ∈ [0,1200], and the shock is initially positioned at x = 200. The uniform meshes with 20 points per L 1/2 are used. The density ρ and pressure p for the unstable ZND detonation at t = 90 and 100 are presented in Fig. 14. For the unstable detonative wave, the pressure at the shock front presents a regular periodic pulsating detonation with a maximum shock pressure.
The pressure history at the shock front for the unstable ZND detonation with 20 cells per L 1/2 is presented in Fig. 15 , and the local maximum and minimum pressure agree with the reference data given by Lian and Xu [23] . Due to the "start-up" numerical incompatibility [23] , different initial data will present different pressure history profile. The pressure history with another initial ZND detonation wave profile is also presented in Fig. 15 , and the pressure history agrees with the reference data given by Bourlioux [4] .
Conclusion
In this paper, a fourth-order gas-kinetic scheme is proposed for the compressible multicomponent flows based on the two-stage temporal discretization and fifth-order WENO reconstruction. The equations to be solved are the multi-component Euler equations.
The time accurate flux function for individual species is obtained from a simplified multicomponent gas-kinetic BGK model, where the equilibrium states of the two-species share the common local macroscopic velocity and temperature. For each species, the timedependent gas distribution function can be obtained from the integral solution of individual BGK model, which provides the flux and time-derivative of the flux function for the development of two-stage fourth-order scheme. This is the first time a higher-order gas-kinetic scheme has been developed for the multicomponent flow computation. At the same time, the source term effects, such as external gravitational force and chemical reaction, have been explicitly included in construction of the higher-order scheme.
Many numerical examples, such as the shock-bubble interaction and the detonative ZND waves, have been used to validate the current approach. The numerical tests clearly show the advantages of the higher-order schemes, where more detailed flow structures can be observed with a relative coarse mesh. The current two-stage fourth-order scheme is efficient in comparison with other four-stage Runge-Kutta time stepping methods, and the fourth-order scheme has the same robustness as the second-order one. The scheme developed in the current paper will be very useful for the study of flows with highly complicated structures under severe flow conditions, such as high speed reactive flows.
